
Don't Want To Get Hurt So I'll Max Out My
Defense: A Comprehensive Guide to the Light
Novel and Anime Series
In the realm of isekai anime and light novels, where countless heroes and
heroines embark on extraordinary adventures in fantastical worlds, one
series stands out for its unique and hilarious premise: "Don't Want to Get
Hurt, so I'll Max Out My Defense."

This captivating story follows Maple, a timid and inexperienced gamer who
decides to take a unique approach to the online game NewWorld Online:
she maxes out her defense.
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While other players focus on honing their attack skills, Maple's unorthodox
strategy proves to be surprisingly effective. As she levels up, her
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monstrously high defense renders her virtually invincible, allowing her to
withstand even the most powerful attacks with ease.

Light Novel

The "Don't Want to Get Hurt, so I'll Max Out My Defense" light novel series,
written by Yuumikan and illustrated by Koin, began its publication in 2016
and has since gained immense popularity.

The series follows Maple's adventures as she navigates the challenges of
NewWorld Online. Along the way, she encounters a colorful cast of
characters, including her loyal companion Sally, a young girl with a knack
for magic.

The light novel series is renowned for its lighthearted and humorous tone,
as Maple's unique approach to the game leads to unexpected and hilarious
situations. Readers are drawn to the series's heartwarming friendships,
witty dialogue, and the lovable cast of characters.

Anime

In 2020, the "Don't Want to Get Hurt, so I'll Max Out My Defense" light
novel series was adapted into an anime television series.

The anime adaptation, produced by SILVER LINK., faithfully captures the
charm and humor of the original light novels. The vibrant animation and
endearing character designs bring Maple and her companions to life on
screen.

The anime series is directed by Shin Oonuma, known for his work on "Baka
and Test - Summon the Beasts" and "Fate/kaleid liner Prisma Illya," and



features a talented voice cast, including Kaede Hondo as Maple and Ruriko
Noguchi as Sally.

Characters

The "Don't Want to Get Hurt, so I'll Max Out My Defense" series features a
memorable cast of characters who add depth and humor to the story.

Maple: The protagonist of the series, Maple is a timid and
inexperienced gamer who chooses to max out her defense. Her
unique strategy proves to be surprisingly effective, making her virtually
invincible in NewWorld Online.

Sally: Maple's loyal companion, Sally is a young girl with a knack for
magic. Despite her cheerful and optimistic nature, Sally has a hidden
past that she keeps secret from Maple.

Kanade: A skilled and experienced player, Kanade is Maple's online
friend. She admires Maple's unique approach to the game and often
provides her with advice and support.

Mii: A member of the Maple Tree guild, Mii is a cheerful and energetic
girl who specializes in ranged attacks. Her bubbly personality and
infectious laughter bring joy to the guild.

Shin: Another member of the Maple Tree guild, Shin is a skilled
swordsman. He is often seen training and improving his combat
abilities, striving to become stronger.

Themes

Beneath its humorous exterior, "Don't Want to Get Hurt, so I'll Max Out My
Defense" explores several thought-provoking themes that resonate with



readers and viewers.

Friendship: The series emphasizes the importance of friendship and
the bonds that form between people who share common goals and
experiences.

Overcoming Fear: Maple's decision to max out her defense stems
from her fear of getting hurt. As she grows stronger and faces new
challenges, she learns to overcome her fears and embrace her own
unique path.

Acceptance: The series celebrates individuality and encourages
viewers to accept themselves and others for who they are. Maple's
unorthodox approach to the game teaches her and others that there is
no one right way to play.

Reception and Impact

"Don't Want to Get Hurt, so I'll Max Out My Defense" has garnered
widespread critical acclaim and a dedicated fan base.

The light novel series has sold over 2 million copies in Japan alone and has
been translated into several languages.

The anime adaptation has also been well-received, with viewers praising its
charming characters, witty dialogue, and unique premise.

The series' popularity has led to the development of various spin-offs and
merchandise, including a mobile game, a manga adaptation, and a live-
action drama.



"Don't Want to Get Hurt, so I'll Max Out My Defense" is a refreshing and
heartwarming series that offers a unique and entertaining take on the isekai
genre.

With its lovable characters, hilarious premise, and thought-provoking
themes, the series has captured the hearts of readers and viewers
worldwide.

Whether you're a fan of isekai anime or light novels, or simply looking for a
fun and lighthearted story, "Don't Want to Get Hurt, so I'll Max Out My
Defense" is a must-watch and must-read series.

Additional Information

Author: Yuumikan

Illustrator: Koin

Light Novel Publisher: Hobby Japan

Anime Studio: SILVER LINK.

Director: Shin Oonuma

Episodes: 12

Genre: Isekai, Comedy, Adventure

Official Website: https://bofuri.com/
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Violin Is Easy: A Comprehensive Guide for
Beginners
The violin is a beautiful and enchanting instrument that has captivated
musicians for centuries. Its rich, expressive sound can soar from
delicate...

The True Story Of The Ivy League Cowboys
Who Raided The Asian Markets For.
In the early 2000s, a group of Ivy League graduates embarked on a
daring adventure that would forever change the face of international
finance. These young men, known as...
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